THE UNITED REPUBLIC OF TANZANIA
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

KANANURA NURSERY AND PRIMARY SCHOOL
HOLIDAY PACKAGE – MARCH,2020
SUBJECT : ALL SUBJECTS

CLASS : PRIMARY SEVEN

NAME : ____________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS
 Read the questions carefully.
 Remember to write your full name.
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CIVICS
1. The head of the government issues in the parliament is ________
2. in the national flag the green colour represent ______________
3. The last country to achieve its independence in the African continents is
__________________
4. A ____________________________is a union of a family with the same
ancestry.
5. The head of government at ward level is the _____________
6. In Tanzania the court responsible for hearing murder case is known as
_____________________
7. A Tanzania becomes eligible to vote in the general election when he/she
reaches the age of __________________________
8. Multiparty system in Tanzania were legally re-introduced in _____________
9. The two types of leadership in the local government are elected and _____
10.The secretary of the district council meeting is the _________________
11.Rights and freedoms which every body must get regardless of their tribes
or gender are known as ___________________________
12.Father, mother and children together make _____________________
13.In Tanzania election of the president and members of the parliament is
conducted after every __________________________
14.Which state organ has the duty and responsibility to provide defence and
security for people and their properties? ___________________
15.The chief Justice in Tanzania is appointed by ___________________
16.______________________ is the symbol found in the president’s flag.
17.The symbol which represents natural resources in the National emblem is
______________________
18.Observing the law, human rights, truth and transparehey , and freedom of
the mass media are principle of ______________
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19.The Tanzania people’s Defence force (TPDF) was established in
_______________________
20.Who was the president of Zanzibar before the Union?
________________________
21._________________________was the 2nd phase president of Tanzania.
22.The institution which responsible to promote and protect women’s and
children’s rights is also known as _______________
23.In Tanzania, Judiciary headed by the _____________________who
appointed by the president of United Republic of Tanzania.
24.The chair person of African Union (AU) is ________________
25._________________________is a government institution responsible for
the defence of the national boundaries.
26._______________________is known as the reserve army.
27.The head quarters of the East African Community are based in
_______________________
28.The first head of state of the common wealth is known as
_______________________
29.In ___________________________is when the former East African
Community (EAC) collapsed.
30.The largest organization in the world is known as ________
Name five countries made the East African Community (EAC)
31.___________________________
32.___________________________
33.___________________________
34.___________________________
35.____________________________
Mention two crops shown on our court of arms
36. _____________________________
37. _____________________________
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HISTORY
1. List twenty (20) African Heroes (Both local chiefs and leaders) and their
heroics in the history of Africa.
for example 1: Samouri Toure – A famos leader of Mandike empire who
fought against to guard his empire.
2. Analyse the political parties and their leaders in the following African
countries during the struggle for independence.
i.

TANGANYIKA

ii.

KENYA

iii.

GHANA

iv.

ZIMBABWE

v.

MOZAMBIQUE

vi.

NIGERIA

vii.

UGANDA

viii.

SOUTH AFRICA
B. For each country write the name of the president during that
era (period)

3. Write the names of the famous leaders concerned from different
nations about the following.
i.

FRELIMO

ii.

CPP

iii.

TANU

iv.

IBEACO

v.

GEACO

vi.

BSACO

vii.

BOGUS TREATY BETWEEN GERMAN TRADER WITH AFRICAN
LOCAL CHIEF

4. Write the short notes about the following.
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i.

William Macknon

ii.

Hermaton treaty

iii.

Freely treaty

iv.

Bathromew Diaz

v.

Chief Mangungo

vi.

Active resistance

vii.

Hassan Omary Makunganya

viii.

Yao, Kamba and Nyamwezi

5. Write short information about the following international organizations
From this present the following.
a) The year of formation
b) Its headquarter
c) Chairperson of the organization
i.

The East African Community (EAC)

ii.

The Southern Africans Development Community (SADC)

iii.

The African Union (AU)

iv.

The Common wealth of Nations

v.

The United Nations (UN)

6. Draw the map of Africa and show the areas and societies that resisted
colonial invasion and present the Nations they resisted against.
7. Write the event which took place during the following durations
a) 1886

f) 1888

k) 1890

b) 1900

g) 2007

l) 1977

c) 1992

h) 1999

m) 1954

d) 1995

i) 1498

n) 1967

e) 1905-07

j) 1698

GEOGRAPHY
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1. ___________________is a region or an area of land of about fifteen
degrees(150) that shares a standard time.
2. The main longitude which has 00 is _______________________and the
latitude with 00 is ____________________
3. The tropical of cancer is experienced overhead sun on _________________
4. The tropical of Capricorn is experienced overhead sun on ______________
5. The Equator is experienced overhead sun on _______________________
6. What is Equinox _________________________________
7. When the only part of the moon is cast with the shadow of the earth it is
called ___________________
8. Differentiate lunar and solar eclipse ______________________
Differentiate the following concepts
9. Isobar
10.Isohyets
11.Isothern
12.If it is 4:00pm at Mkuranga village 300E, What will be the time for Nana
village located at 450E.
13.Find the time for Nyangwa town 300W when it is 1:20pm at Kivule town
100E
14.The time for Mbezi 750E is 1:00 pm and that of Mbondole is 8:00am find
the longitude for Monde.
15.Converting 2120F of to centigrade.
16.Converting 108C to farthrenheit.
17.Draw the map of East Africa and show the following.
i.

Lake Kyoga

ii.

River Malagarasi

iii.

Mafia

iv.

Turkana
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v.

Mt Elgon

vi.

Albert

vii.

Serous National park

viii.

Saa nane Island

ix.

Mt Kilimanjaro

18.Study the following contour map, then mention the relief features that are
shown by the letters A to F

A is ______________________
B is ______________________
C is ______________________
D is ______________________
F is ______________________
19.Draw the map of Africa and locate the following
i.

River Nile

ii.

Albert

iii.

Turkana

iv.

Victoria
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20.Examine the following grid map, then answer the questions that follow.

i.

Mention grid references for the following points:
a) M is _________________________
b) N is _________________________
c) O is _________________________
d) P is _________________________
e) Q is _________________________
f) R is _________________________

ii.

Calculate the total area covered by the lake

21.The imaginary lines that run vertically on a map are called ______________
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22.The __________________________is found along latitude 231/20 North of
the equator. _______________________is used to shoe demarcations of a
map. the Indian ocean is found in which direction of Tanzania ___________
23.The vegetation found in equatorial region is _______________
24.Season of the year occurs due to _________________
25.The vegetation which affects the environment of lake Victoria is _________
26.The essential of a map which is used to show the relationship between the
map distance and the ground distance is called ________________

ENGLISH
1. The medicine is too bitter ___________________swallow. Put a word
which is missing.
2. The doctor __________________treated our grandfather is humble. Use
the correct relative pronoun.
3. Our English teacher has been ___________________(teach) this topic
since morning.
4. What is the meaning of orphanage? _____________________________
5. Form an adverb from the word active.
6. Kipsang is responsible, ___________________________? Form a
question tag.
7. Marthar donated generously, ___________________?Form a question
tag.
8. “You are obedient in school,” He said. Report the sentence written.
9. “I can not help you know,” Abel said. Report it.
10.What is the meaning of kitten? _________________________________
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11.My nephew saw _________________________in the mirror. Use a
reflexive pronoun.
12.President Magufuli has been in power ____________________three
years. Use a preposition of your own which is correct.
13.The wind has been so strong, it has ____________________all the
flowers (uproot)
14.Roshni had _______________________(buy) a shirt for sidat.
15.Pius is not a good friend, last year he ________________(hurt) his young
brother with his sward.
16.A cub is the young one of a _______________________
17.A person who walks from door to door selling stuff is called __________
18.A place where commodities are manufactured is called ______________
19.Teaching, driving, treating and operating are all called ______________
20.What do we call a person from Ghana? _________________________
21.I like Mathematics instead of English. Underline any noun you see.
22.A prisoner is kept in ________________________
23.The enclosure of cows is known as ______________________________
Re- write these sentences correctly.
24.Each of the children were crying __________________________
25.One of the knives are broken ____________________________
26.She told to me that she will do it __________________________
Give one word for the following.
27.A woman who looks after sick people ____________________
28.A person who looks after our eyes ____________________
29.A person who can not hear _________________________
30.A fertile place in a desert ___________________________
Form nouns from the following words
31.prove ____________________
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32.apply _____________________
33.discover ___________________
Form adverbs from the following nouns.
34.beauty ____________
35.danger ____________
36.peace _________________
Complete the followings:37.good

better

best

38.ill

________

__________

39.bad

________

__________

40.thin

________

__________

Complete the followings
41.Man is to house as spider is to ___________________________
42.Dog is to back as serpent is to ___________________________
Write one word for each of the following phrases:Example.
Person living near our house. neighbours.
43.Goods brought from another country __________________________
44.The door for going out _____________________
45.People gathered to hear a lecture ____________________
46.A women in charge of a hospital ___________________
Change these sentences into plurals
47.My problem is how to convice her __________________________
48.Is he an obedient boy? _____________________________
Give synonyms for the following words.
49.Silent _______________________
50.Unite ________________________
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SCIENCE
1. __________________________is liquid tissue that is in liquid form.
2. Magma that has cooled down on the earth’s surface is known as
________________________
3. Electricity is the flow of ________________________in an electric
conductor.
4. The first stage in writing scientific report is ___________________
5. The solution used to test for carbohydrate is ____________________
6. In order for a seed to germinate it needs water, air, oxygen and _________
7. ____________________is caused by lack of vitamin D.
8. HIV virus attacks _____________________blood cells.
9. An instrument used to measure wind speed is called ________________
10.__________________is the type of mosquito which spread malaria.
11.IRON + OXYGEN + Y

RUST: Y stands for _________________

12.What is the name of a thin wire which protect an electric device from
shocks? _____________________
13.A spring balance scale is used to measure __________________
14.What kind of gas does blood in the left auricle have in large amount
_______________
15.The sun’s heat reaches the earth by __________________
16.A reflected sound is known as _________________
17.The instrument used to measure electric current is ____________________
18.The unit of current is ______________________
19.Change of matter that does not lead to change in mass is known as
_______________
20.The part of the flower which receive the male gamete is called _________
21.The chemical used to identify the presence of starch is _____________
22.Bone are made by _____________________and __________________
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23.The gas which is mostly used in electric bulb is __________________
24.The animal that feed on both plant and animal are called ____________
25.Deficiency of water in the body is called ____________________
26.A shadow is formed when _____________________
27.The ability of body to fight against disease is known as
__________________
28.The period between fertilization and birth is called _________________
29.Another name of hormonal system is called __________________
30.Change 1040C to 0C
31.Change 1000C to 0F
32.In a thermos flask vacuum prevents heat loss by
_______________________
33.Tsetse flies cause __________________disease.
34.An electric device that converts alternating current to a direct current is
___________________
35.A fisherman using a fishing line is using a class __________________
36.

12cm

6kg

10cm

7cm

W

22kg

Find the value of w
37.

17cm

20g

W

15 g
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Find the value of w
38.

Find the current flowing through this circuit.
39.Find the work done if the lood of 50kg is moved 12m distance from point A
to point B.
40.Carefully study the figure below.

What is the volume of the stone?

41.Mention three methods of artificial birth control.
42.Mention three inherited diseases that you know.
43.Identify the changes of the following reaction.
a) Burning of paper
b) Souring of milk
c) Melting of ice
d) Streching of the rubber
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44.Mention factors of seed germination.
45.Mention two types of seed germination
46.The end product of fat and oil is _________________________
47.What is the function of hair found in the nose?
48.The urine is filtered in the _________________
49.The human body is covered by __________________
50.Draw the internal structure of the flower and label it.
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